LAS VEGAS SPACEPORT

From the Edge of Space to Las Vegas in a Fraction of the Time
On May 7th 1920 the FIRST Airplane landed in Las Vegas

Randall Henderson was the Pilot

On the Centennial Anniversary of that date, May 7th 2020, we intend to dedicate the LAS VEGAS SPACEPORT
We are the:

NEVADA AEROSPACE COALITION

The group of experts who made the selection of NEVADA happen for it to become a UAV Test Site
McCARRAN and Nellis each have 2 Runways that can land the Dream Chaser Spacecraft (minimum 10,000 feet long)
IMMEDIATELY upon us being designated as a SpacePort, all airlines/airplanes flying to Las Vegas will have the notariety of landing at a SpacePort!

This not only adds to the fun of Las Vegas, it also reinforces the message in the minds of all visitors that Las Vegas is a High-Tech Aerospace Technology City!

Continual high-tech Las Vegas notariety is reinforced by flight crews every time they announce the destination of "The Las Vegas Spaceport" to passengers, perhaps getting the attention of business owners who can understand the Las Vegas Value proposition for possible relocation here.
Additionally, the Supersonic and Hypersonic traveling High-Rollers of the FUTURE can fly here from anywhere in the world in approximately 1-5 hours, depending on their vehicle:

The Dream Chaser Spacecraft would be the first vehicle to open the door to Las Vegas being designated as a SpacePort, enabling all these future vehicles to follow.
Placing the word "SPACEPORT" adjacent to the name: LAS VEGAS is the PERFECT streamlined way to convey the idea of a high-tech and diversified economy TO THE WORLD....

while spotlighting the spacefaring companies and technology we already have locally to build our brand upon

LAS VEGAS

Business Now

THE LAS VEGAS FRONTIER is home to many Businesses that Soar Above the Clouds, AND the World's leading Data Storage Cloud
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LAS VEGAS Puts AMERICAN BUSINESS FIRST

LAS VEGAS, THE BEST PLACE TO MOVE TO AND STAY, IN THE USA

Learn how LAS VEGAS is the BEST MOVE your BUSINESS CAN MAKE within the USA

CONTACT US: https://www.lvgea.org/
or Call: (702) 791-0000

LAS VEGAS LOCAL ECONOMIC ALLIANCE
The LAS VEGAS SPACEPORT is key to the message of Instant Diversification for attracting Aerospace and Tech Companies to Las Vegas

Opening the door to Small Satellite and other Aerospace/Hi-Tech Industries in Las Vegas
Las Vegas is about to get MORE AMAZING than ever..

Space Shuttle size comparison to Dream Chaser